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Abstract: Assessment of border effect in wheat 
cultivation with tramlines. This paper contains re-
sult of  eld tests performed on  elds of spring and 
winter wheat in  ve separate farms. The measure-
ments were realized on cultivations with dense 
stand and tramlines. The compared characteristics 
were: grain yield and yield components. 
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INTRODUCTION

The agricultural yield is one of the key 
factors impacting the competitiveness of 
the agricultural production in Poland. In 
order to ensure high yield of most arable 
crops utilized are technologies of tram-
lines. Field research on different crops 
showed that vehicles travelling on set 
paths result in limited general compres-
sion of soil [Brunotte and Sommer 1993, 
Domsch 1993, Buli ski 1994, Buli ski 
2007, Niemczyk 2007, Buli ski and 
Niemczyk 2011], limit the area of im-
pact of wheel-based drive systems on 
root systems of the plants and their parts 
above the ground, especially during the 
later phases of growth [Kozicz 1996]. 
Utilization of tramlines also allows for 
limiting the erosion of soil, increases the 
accuracy of protective treatments and the 
mineral fertilizing at different stages of 
life of a given plant [Braun and Schöne 
1973, Heege 1979], and also results in 

better cooperation between the drive 
wheels of the tractor and the ground [Tay-
lor 1985]. Utilization of tramlines results 
in a somewhat decreased total number of 
plants per unit of area but the, also re-
sultant, border effect of higher yield of 
plants growing in the rows next to the 
tramline mitigates this lowered yield to 
a large extent [Braun and Schöne 1973, 
Braun 1978, Niemczyk 1993, Buli ski 
and Niemczyk 2010]. The values of 
the wheat border effect presented in the 
literature and obtained at experimen-
tal  elds fall within a broad range: for 
the winter form 62–113% [Widdowson 
1973, Braun 1978, Austin and Blackwell 
1980, Darwinkel 1984, Niemczyk 1993], 
for durum wheat 32–117% [Hadjichris-
todoulou 1993] and for spring wheat – 
about 83% [Niemczyk 1993, Ga zewski 
et al. 2013).

The goal of the  eld testing was as-
sessment of the border effect in cultiva-
tion of spring and winter wheat sown in 
production  elds with tramlines (in com-
parison to a dense stand) and evaluation 
which of the yield components had sig-
ni  cant impact on the border effect.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The study was carried out on  ve in-
dividual (family) farms. In two of the 
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farms the study was carried on winter 
wheat in three farms on spring wheat. 
The farms were located in the Mazo-
wieckie, ódzkie and Kujawsko-pomor-
skie regions.

In four of the farms the wheat have 
been sown on wheat soil complex and in 
one of the farms on very good rye soil 
complex. The soils had neutral pH, and 
were cultivated using high-level agri-
cultural technology. All types of wheat 
analyzed were from the classes of high 
baking value. 

The winter wheat was fertilized us-
ing 330–350 kg NPK·ha–1; nitrogen was 
used in a dose divided into three of four 
parts. The plants were chemically pro-

tected in form of spraying twice with 
herbicides, twice with fungicide, and 
also with growth regulator and an insec-
ticide. The utilized technology required 
seven or eight passes of agricultural ve-
hicles through the tramlines during the 
growing season.

The spring wheat was fertilized us-
ing mineral fertilizer of 235–330 kg 
NPK·ha–1; nitrogen was used in two or 

three doses. As for chemical protection 
used were: herbicide, fungicide (once or 
twice), insecticide and also growth regu-
lator (one farm). The wheat have been 
sown in interrows 12.0 or 12.5 cm. 

On the  elds two objects were desig-
nated:  – dense stands, S – stand with 
tramlines. The tramlines had width from 
36 to 37.5 cm (depending on the spacing 
of the rows) and there was eight rows of 
plants between them. Within every ob-
ject designated were  ve plots of one, in 
length and width of eight rows. Within 
the dense stand the plots were chosen at 
random, in the stand with tramlines they 
were located between the said tramlines 
(Fig. 1).

The rows on the plots were num-
bered. Within the object with tramlines 
(S), rows 1 and 8 were the rows next to 
the tramlines and rows 2–7 were next to 
the border rows (Fig. 1). The individual 
rows of both objects were analyzed in-
depth during the growing season and 
after harvest. The number of plants after 
emergence was assessed and the number 
of spikes before harvest in every row. 

FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of study plots in the studied objects;  – dense stand, S – stand 
with tramlines
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The plants from every row of the two 
objects were harvested by hand and sub-
sequently established was seed yield per 
1 m and yield composition. The meas-
urement results were analyzed using the 
STATGRAPHICS Plus software with 
the following packages installed: ANO-
VA Type III Sume of Squares, Multiple 
Range Tests Tukey’s Method HSD 95% 
con  dence level.

RESULTS

In order to compare the quality of plant-
ing and conditions for emergence in the 
compared objects the number of plants 
in individual rows of the plots. The re-
sults of calculations are shown on Figure 
2. The Figures use the following des-
ignations: Psz.oz – winter wheat, Psz.j
– spring wheat, S – object with tram-
lines,  – dense stand. In the dense stand, 
where differences between individual 
rows were small, the values for measured 

parameters were given as an average of 
all eight rows. 

When analyzing the obtained values, 
it can be established that the type of cul-
tivation had no impact on the number of 
plants in individual rows. The average 
values show no changes of correlated 
character and it is dif  cult to present a 
de  nitive assessment of differences ob-
served between the equivalent rows in 
the analyzed objects. The differences 
between objects are between 3 and 14% 
and are random in character. The con  r-
mation of this observation may be the 
close averages that centre around 43.7 
plants on the object with tramlines and 
spring wheat, and 46.5 plants in dense 
stand with winter wheat, low standard 
deviations (from 1.1 to 1.7) and the re-
sultant coef  cients of variations V  5% 
are classi  ed as small and insigni  cant 
(Fig. 3). Low differences may be relat-
ed to inherent inaccuracy of the sowing 
equipment which is typical of actual con-
ditions during agricultural production.

Rows 

[Pcs] 

FIGURE 2. Average number of winter and spring wheat plants per 1 m of row in analyzed objects
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The results obtained allow for assum-
ing that the preparation of objects used in 
the study was equivalent.

The number of spikes is considered 
[ ugowska et al. 2004] as one of the key 
factors determining the variability of 
wheat yield.

Comparison of the number of spikes 
per 1 m of individual rows in the com-
pared objects is presented on Figure 4.

When analyzing the measured quanti-
ties of spring and winter wheat spikes per 
1 m of row in cultivation with tramlines 

and without them, we can observe sig-
ni  cant differences in values. In the ob-
ject with the tramlines, the winter wheat 
was characterized by a larger number 
of spikes than spring wheat by 17–32% 
and the differences were not dependant 
on the location of a given row in relation 
to the tramline. A similar relation for the 
two types of wheat was observed in the 
dense stand object – 17–33% (to the ad-
vantage of the winter wheat) but here the 
location of the row had no impact on the 
number of spikes per 1 m. Differences 

Number of plants per 1 m of row [pcs] 

FIGURE 3. Average values for the number of plants in a row of analyzed objects
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FIGURE 4. Number of winter and spring wheat spikes per 1 m of row in analyzed objects
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in average number of spikes calculated 
for the two wheat types were statistically 
important (Fig. 5).

When analyzing the distribution of 
measured values on the plots, it was es-
tablished that on the object with tram-
lines in the winter wheat in border rows 
(1, 8) the number of spikes per 1 m was 
higher by 20 (i.e. 28%) than in the dense 
stand object. Also in the rows neighbour-
ing the border row (2 and 7) the number 
of spikes was larger by, on average, 10 
(i.e. 16%) than in the dense stand object. 
The spring wheat in the object with tram-
lines generated in the border rows, on 
average, 20 spikes more (i.e. 38%) than 
in the dense stand, and in the rows neigh-
bouring the border row (2 and 7), on 
average, 6 more (i.e. 11%) more. In the 
remaining rows (3–6) the differences in 
the number of spikes for both the winter 
and spring wheat were not dependent on 
location (tramlines – stand) and meas-
ured from 0.06 to 16%. When comparing 
the average number of spikes per 1 m of 
row, it can be established that in cultiva-
tion with tramlines the said values, for 
both types of wheat, were higher than 
in the dense stand (by 9.9% for spring 
wheat and by 11.2% for winter wheat) 
and the differences between them were 

statistically signi  cant (with  = 0.05, 
Fig. 5). The realized analysis shows that 
the measured values for the dense stand 

are more uniform and the larger differ-
ences in the objects with the tramlines 
are due to the larger number of spikes in 
border rows. 

The number of seeds in a spike is 
indicated by the researchers as a signi  -
cant yield component that determines 
its value [ ugowska et al. 2004, Jarecki 
et al. 2012, Ko odziejczyk et al. 2012]. 
When analyzing the average values of 
the number of seeds in a spike in indi-
vidual rows (Fig. 6), it was observed 
that, similar to the number of spikes, the 
border rows of objects with tramlines 
and winter wheat, the values were higher 
by 26% on average (seven seeds) than in 
analogous rows of the dense stand. For 
the spring wheat the difference was low-
er and equal to 14.5%. The rows neigh-
bouring the border row were also charac-
terized by increased number of seeds in 
a spike. In the middle rows (3–6) the dif-
ferences were just a few percent, which 
can be considered low and insigni  cant, 
especially since no linear relationship 
was found and the higher values in indi-
vidual rows were not related to the same 
cultivation type. 

Number of spikes per 1 m of row [pcs] 

FIGURE 5. Distribution of the average number of spikes per 1 m of row in the studied objects
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When taking all rows into considera-
tion, both for winter wheat and spring 
wheat, the number of seeds was the 
highest in the objects with tramlines by 
about 7% in comparison to the dense 
stand (Fig. 7). Such differentiation of 
the average number of seeds in a spike, 
when considering all rows was not sta-
tistically signi  cant. However, just as 
with the number of spikes, the values for 
the dense stand are more uniform than in 
the object with the tramlines, where the 
larger variation can be attributed to val-
ues obtained in the border rows. 

The third yield component – weight 
of a thousand seeds is characterized by 
no statistically signi  cant differences 
between the individual rows of analyzed 
objects both for winter and spring wheat 
(differences between types were about 
3–5% for the winter wheat). In the ob-
jects with the tramlines the distribution 
of measured values was smaller by a half 
(  = 0.48), which may indicate somewhat 
better conditions for growth of plants, 
thanks to the empty lines. Differences in 
average values for this characteristic for 
objects with tramlines and without them 
were not statistically signi  cant.
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of average number of seeds in a spike of winter wheat and spring wheat in 
individual rows of the analyzed objects 

Number of seeds in a spike [pcs] 

FIGURE 7. Distribution of average number of seeds in a wheat spike in rows of analyzed objects
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The analyzed yield components: 
number of spikes, number of seeds in a 
spike and weight of 1000 seeds impact 
the grain yield.

When analyzing the average grain 
yield from individual rows in the stud-
ied objects for both wheat forms we can 
observe that the distribution presented 
on Figure 8 is similar to the one for the 
number of spikes and number of seeds in 
a spike. With uniform yield of individual 
rows of dense stand (differences between 
rows not exceeding 1%), the yield of 
border rows of the object with tramlines 
was signi  cantly higher. Higher number 
of spikes and seeds in a spike in the bor-
der rows (1 and 8) and the neighbouring 
rows (2 and 7) in the object with tram-
lines resulted in increased seed yield in 
relation to the yield from the dense stand. 
The average seed yield from 1 m of dense 
stand of winter wheat was 79.4 g, and in 
the border rows of object with tramlines 
– 133.1 g, i.e. 67.6% more. Yields from 
the rows neighbouring the border rows 

(2 and 7) were higher than the ones in the 
dense stand by 13%.

For spring wheat, where average 
yield in the dense stand was 62.4 g per 
1 m, the additional yield for border rows 
was about 62.7%, and for the rows neigh-
bouring the border rows was 22%.  

The results obtained in the measure-
ment of the production  elds are con-
vergent with the ones obtained for test 
 elds. According to the national and 

foreign literature, the border effect for 
winter wheat is 62–113% [Darwinkel 
1973, Widdowson 1973, Braun 1978, 
1980, Austin and Blackwell 1980, Niem-
czyk 1993] and for spring wheat – about 
84% [Niemczyk 1993, Ga zewski et al. 
2013).

The statistical parameters of the 
analyzed characteristic are shown on 
Figure 9.

The values presented on Figure 9 
allow for establishing the location, dis-
persion and shape of the empirical dis-
tribution of the characteristic, i.e. seed 
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yield, for different analyzed variants. 
The location and proportions of individ-
ual elements of the graph show that on 
the dense stand plots the yield of winter 
wheat were higher than the spring one by 
about 27% and in the object with tram-

lines the difference was 30%. Largest 
difference between values was for the 
object with tramlines in winter wheat (  
= 25.9) and the smallest one for dense 
stand spring wheat (  = 2.99), i.e. nearly 
9-fold lower. At the same time, the statis-
tical analysis of all the results has shown 
that the average values of yield from the 
object with tramlines and dense stand 
were statistically different with  = 5% 
for winter wheat and  = 10% for spring 
wheat.

In order to facilitate comparison, the 
average values of yield and its compo-
nents obtained for dense stand and for 
the border rows and neighbouring rows 
in the object with tramlines were con-
trasted (Table 1).

The values presented in Table 1 con-
 rm that the main factors impacting the 

yield in the studied objects were: the 
larger number of spikes in rows border-
ing the tramlines and the larger number 
of seeds in a spike. When comparing with 
the dense stand object, the border effect 
which is present in the border rows, re-
sulted in the yield per 1 m of row being 
higher by 24.47% for winter wheat and 
by 22.17% for spring wheat.

Seed yield [g] 

FIGURE 9. Average seed yield for winter and spring wheat per 1 m of row in analyzed objects

TABLE 1. Comparison of average yield values and its components for two types of wheat in objects 
with tramlines and dense stand

Details
Winter wheat Spring wheat

stand
tramlines – rows

stand
tramlines – rows

1 and 8 2 and 7 1 and 8 2 and 7
Number of plants per 1 m of row [pcs] 46.5 45.6 45.7 36.8 36.4 36.2
Number of spikes per 1 m of row [pcs] 69.5 89.2 80.6 55.1 75.6 61.1
Number of seeds in a spike [pcs] 26.2 33.0 28.4 29.0 34.0 31.2
Weight of 1000 seeds [g] 43.5 45.6 45.7 36.8 36.4 36.2

Seed yield per 1 m of row
g 79.4 133.1 104.6 62.4 101.5 76.1
% 100 167.6 113.0 100 162.7 122.0
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The study realized allowed for as-
sessment of yield components of two 
wheat types in objects with tramlines 
or without tramlines. 
The border effect for winter wheat 
and spring wheat was similar – from 
63 to 68%.
Impact on the seed yield in the ob-
jects with tramlines was also exerted 
by the rows neighbouring the actual 
border rows, where the increased 
yield was from 13 to 22%.
The border effect was mostly related 
to the increased number of spikes in 
the border rows and the larger number 
of seeds in those spikes.
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Streszczenie: Ocena efektu brzegowego w upra-
wie pszenicy ze cie kami przejazdowymi. W pra-
cy dokonano analizy wyników bada  zwi zanych 
z wp ywem cie ek przejazdowych na wielko  
efektu brzegowego i warto ci sk adników plonu 
w uprawie pszenicy. Badania przeprowadzono 
w pi ciu gospodarstwach indywidualnych 
w warunkach produkcyjnych. W dwóch gospo-
darstwach badania wykonano w uprawie pszeni-
cy ozimej, w trzech gospodarstwach – w uprawie 

pszenicy jarej. Na polach wyznaczono dwa obiek-
ty:  – an zwarty, S – ze cie kami przejazdowy-
mi. Na ka dym obiekcie wytyczono po pi  pole-
tek o d ugo ci 1 m i szeroko ci 8 rz dów. W anie 
( ) poletka by y wytyczone losowo, w obiekcie ze 
cie kami (S) by y usytuowane mi dzy koleinami 

przejazdu kó . Przeprowadzone badania wykaza-
y, e na obiekcie ze cie kami przejazdowymi 

w pszenicy ozimej w rz dach skrajnych (1, 8) 
by o o 20 k osów wi cej na 1 m (28%) ni  w a-
nie. Równie  w rz dach s siaduj cych z brzego-
wymi (2 i 7) liczba k osów by a wi ksza rednio 
o 16% ni  w anie. Pszenica jara w obiekcie ze 
cie kami wytworzy a w rz dach brzegowych 
rednio o 38% wi cej k osów ni  w anie, a w s -

siaduj cych z brzegowymi (2 i 7) rednio o 11% 
wi cej. Stwierdzono, e g ównymi czynnikami, 
które wp yn y na wysoko  plonu w badanych 
obiektach, by a wi ksza liczba k osów wytwo-
rzonych w rz dach s siaduj cych ze cie kami 
i wi ksza liczba ziaren w k osie.
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